Scholarships for Undocumented Students

The LARES mission is to empower students by providing personal growth and educational opportunities to prepare leaders who will advance the Latino community.

Opportunities for UIC students

**Alpha Psi Lambda Zeta Chapter Dream Scholarship**
Direct all questions to zetascholarship93@gmail.com

**Hilda López-Arce Scholarship**
uil.academicians/users/sign_in (UIC SNAP)

**LARES Scholarships**
lare.scholarships

**Swan Scholarship (Gamma Phi Omega)**
Direct all questions to beta.chapter.gphi@gmail.com

Find more opportunities through UIC SNAP, UIC’s centralized scholarship system.

For further assistance in navigating your scholarship search please visit the LARES program.

Understand Tuition and Payment Options

Tuition and Fees
admissions.uic.edu/undergraduate/tuition-financial-aid

UIC payment plan options
paymybill.uillinois.edu

Visit scholarship websites for updates and additional information including requirements and deadlines.

Non-UIC Scholarships

**Anhelo Project Dream Scholarship**
theanhelo@project.org

**Denis de la Rosa**
ddllscholarship.wordpress.com

**Dr. Juan Andrade Scholarship**
ushl.org

**Rumba Meats Scholarship**
ushl.org

**Fiesta Del Sol Scholarship**
fiestadelso@scholarship

**Hispanic Scholarship Fund (DACA students only)**
hsf.net/scholarship

**Illinois Latino Council on Higher Education (ILACHE)**
illache.org/scholarship

**Illinois Legislative Latino Caucus Foundation**
illcf.net/illcf-scholarships

**Illinois Dream Fund Scholarship**
www.illdreamfund.org

**Jack Kent Cooke Foundation (Transfer students)**
jkcf.org

**Chicago Latino Caucus Foundation Scholarship**
ccclatinocaucus.org/elft-scholarship/

**La Unidad Latino Foundation**
llf.org/apply/

**Que Llueva Café**
ca-core.org/

Student Services Building (SSB)
1200 W. Harrison St. Ste. 2640 | Chicago, IL
Ph. (312) 996-3358 | Fax (312) 413-2903
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These resources can guide you in making higher education accessible regardless of immigration status.

Latin American Recruitment and Educational Services (LARES) Program — lares.uic.edu
Since its inception, LARES has been at the forefront in supporting and advocating for undocumented students. LARES assists with first-year and transfer admission process, provides academic advising, tutoring, and employment opportunities and graduate assistantships to DACA students.

Centers for Cultural Understanding and Social Change (CCUSC) — diversity.uic.edu/engagement/ccusc/
A collaborative group of seven centers with distinct histories, missions, and locations that promote the well being and cultural awareness of underrepresented and underserved groups at UIC.

Resources for Undocumented Students — dream.uic.edu
This website provides information and resources to current and prospective students and their families regarding enrollment and services provided at UIC for undocumented Immigrants.

Fearless Undocumented Alliance (FUA) Student Organization — #FEARLESSUNDOCUMENTEDALLIANCE
FUA strives to create a supportive environment—believe that academically, financially, and or mentally—for undocumented students at UIC.

Office of Diversity — diversity.uic.edu
Promotes greater awareness and understanding of undocumented students’ experiences (while maintaining the confidentiality of individuals) and develops campus responses and processes to address their needs related to academic success.

Educators for Fair Consideration edfc.org
Hispanic Scholarship Fund latinochallengedollars.org
Illinois Association for College Admission Counseling iacac.org/undocumented
Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights icir.org
Mexican American Legal Defense Fund maldef.org

UIC is deeply committed to fostering an inclusive environment for students of diverse backgrounds including undocumented students. We take seriously our public mission and land-grant commitment to not only expand educational pathways for undocumented students, but also ensure they have high-quality educational experiences.

— UIC Office of Diversity
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